
Key Terms

NATO An international 
government that keeps 
peace and prevents 
another World War.

Arms Race Race to have nuclear 
warfare supremacy.

Cuban Missile 
Crisis

Deployment of Soviet 
missiles into Cuba to 
support Communist leader 
Fidel Castro.

Communism All property is owned by 
the community and each 
person contributes and 
receives according to their 
ability and needs.

Capitalism Country's trade and 
industry are controlled by 
private owners for profit.

Berlin Blockade The blocking of all entry 
ways in and out of Allied 
control Berlin by Stalin.

Space Race Race between America and 
the USSR to gain 
successful space missions

Joseph Stalin Ruler of the Soviet Union 
from 1927 until his death 
in 1953.

Nikita 
Khrushchev

First Secretary of the 
Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union from 1953 to 
1964.

Harry S. 
Truman

33rd President of the USA. 
In office, 1945-1953.

The main ideological difference was how to run the economy. 
America was a Capitalist country that allowed private businesses 
to run the country and earn profit (e.g private banking, businesses, 
taxes). The Soviet Union on the other hand was a Communist 
country that had the state in charge of the country and each 
person receives a fair amount from the Government.

The Berlin Blockade was one of the most significant events of this 
time period. Up until this point everything had remained civil 
between the countries (only slight disagreements at the 
conferences). The Blockade was a signal that Stalin did not care 
about the agreements that had been made and he would try to 
encourage any country/city to join him in Communism. The failed 
Blockade embarrassed Stalin but showed how strong America and 
Britain still were after the war – around 2.3 million tons of food, 
fuel and supplies were delivered via air drop to West Berlin.

Formation of the Berlin Wall
After the war, Germany and its capital were both 
separated into 4 sections. The Allies all took a 
section and had full control of its reconstruction. 
America and Britain wanted to pour money into the 
economy and introduced the Deutschmark to 
achieve this. Stalin wanted to suppress Germany’s 
economic recovery. With West Germany flourishing, 
around 2.5 million East Germans moved west 
between 1949-1961. In response to this, Stalin built 
the Berlin Wall and banned travel between the two 
sides of Germany. The Berlin Wall collapsed in 1989 
when the Communist leader of East Germany was 
forced from power and Germany was finally 
reunified.
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The Cold War began immediately after the end of the Second World War. The Allied forces of
America, Britain and the USSR no longer had the common enemy of Adolf Hitler to protect their
relationship. A series of conferences took place after the war to decide what to do with Germany now
that Hitler was gone. America and Britain rarely agreed with the USSR’s proposals for how to combat
restoration in Germany. During the Yalta and Potsdam Conferences it is decided to separate Germany
and Berlin into four sections belonging to the Allied forces. The USSR want to keep Germany in
financial ruin so they are not strong enough to fight again- the other Allies want to rebuild Germany to
prevent another Hitler rising on the back of financial failure.

Suggested Reading
Nineteen Eighty-Four by George 

Orwell
The Cold War by John Lewis Gaddis

One of the most well known events in modern history is the Space 
Race. Both America and Russia raced to have successful ventures 
into space. Russia launched Sputnik in 1957 (an artificial satellite) 
– in response to this the USA created NASA! In 1958 America 
launched its own satellite in response, Explorer I. The following 
years was a race to put satellites, people and CHIMPS into space! 
The end of the 1960s saw America win the Space Race by landing 
Apollo 11 on the moon and Neil Armstrong walking on the moon. 
After the walk on the moon, the Space Race began to come to a 
close for the two countries. Both had their own separate interests 
in space but they stopped competing against each other to be the 
biggest force up in the sky!

The Cuban Missile Crisis was 
an embarrassment for 
America. Fidel Castro had 
become the communist leader 
of Cuba and let Russia put 
their smaller missiles in the 
direction of America. America 
tried multiple times to 
overthrow Castro and failed. 
The Bay of Pigs was trained 
Cuban exiles being dropped in 
to Cuba - the Americans 
limited their interaction with 
the exiles at the last minute 
as they did not want to start a 
hot war- this meant that there 
was little support and Castro 
defeated them after 2 days!

The USA showed their atomic bomb at the end of 
World War 2 with the bombing of Hiroshima. The 
USSR managed to match the atomic bomb themselves 
by 1949 and this spurred on the arms race- both sides 
wanted bigger and better bombs. As the Cold War 
developed the theory of Mutually Assured Destruction 
(MAD) took place which is the idea that the existence 
of such massive nuclear weapons being used 
simultaneously would end life on earth. This is the most 
significant reason that the war never turned Hot. 

For a comprehensive timeline of the Arms Race and 
Space Race visit: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zxds4j6/revisi
on/3

https://bookshop.theguardian.com/1984.html
https://bookshop.theguardian.com/cold-war-15.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zxds4j6/revision/3

